PRODUCT OVERVIEW

For lower-volume shippers (50 to 300 packs per day), the StealthWrap™ One Step is ideal to mechanize pack stations, adding StealthWrap capabilities without disrupting current fulfillment operations. An available EZ pull tab enhances customer experience by making each parcel easy to open while preserving tear strength and parcel integrity.

FEATURES

- **Versatile:** Well suited for pack stations, ship from store and small to medium shippers
- **Easy to use:** Intuitive operation that requires minimal training
- **Order control:** One-at-a-time operation ensures orders do not get mixed up while being wrapped
- **Affordability:** Typical return on investment in six months

BENEFITS

- **Minimizes freight costs:** Reduces the billable weight of a package by up to 18 percent
- **Increases throughput:** 3x faster than traditional corrugated cartons
- **Minimal footprint:** Reduces storage space by up to 90 percent vs. corrugated cartons